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Abstrat
Based on rst priniples alulations, we show that Mn impurities are magneti in
MgB2 due to exhange-splitting of d3z2−1 band and they substantially modify B
pσ and ppi bands through hybridization. Thus, Mn impurities ould at as strong
magneti sattering enters leading to pair-breaking eets in MgB2. In ontrast,
we nd Fe impurities in MgB2 to be nearly non-magneti.
Key words: impurity, magneti moment, loal-density approximation
PACS: 71.20.-b, 71.20.Be, 74.25.Jb, 71.15.N
Magneti impurities in a onventional phonon-mediated single band super-
ondutor [1℄ indue pair-breaking eets via spin-ip sattering [2℄. However,
for an unonventional multi-band superondutor, pair-breaking seems to be
most probable from inter-band sattering [3,4,5℄, and thus it is not expeted
to depend solely on the exat atomi nature of the impurity. Sine the dis-
overy of superondutivity in MgB2 [6℄, now onrmed to be a two-band
superondutor [7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15℄, previous studies of hemial substi-
tutions have been largely onned to examining the eets of inter-band and
intra-band sattering of the eletrons. However, due to the orthogonality of B
pσ and ppi orbitals, the inter-band sattering eets whih ould lead to gap
merging have not been observed inMgB2 so far, although the superonduting
transition temperature TC showed a steady derease as a funtion of inreasing
impurity onentration [5,16℄. Of partiular interests were Al [17,18,19,20,21℄
and 3d transition-metal substitutions [22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29℄ in the Mg sub-
lattie and C substitutions [30,31,32,33,34℄ in the B sub-lattie of MgB2.
Of all impurity substitutions studied so far, Mn shows the most rapid de-
rease in TC as a funtion of its inreasing onentration in MgB2 [22,23,25℄.
However, no evidene of inter-band sattering was observed, instead the role
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of magneti exhange splitting of the bands in Mn-substituted MgB2 was
emphasized [23℄. Earlier, it was shown that the inter-band sattering would
be important if the lattie was distorted loally around the impurities [35℄. In
this regard, substituting C impurities for B atoms would have only a weak
eet on inter-band sattering beause it does not hange the loal symmetry.
In ontrast, substitutions in the Mg plane ould reate out-of-plane distor-
tions and hange the loal point symmetry of nearby B atoms, resulting in
a mixing of the in-plane px(y) orbitals and the out-of-plane pz orbital. Under
these irumstanes signiant σ-pi sattering would our.
In this letter, we show that Mn impurities are magneti in MgB2 due to
exhange-splitting of d3z2−1 band and they substantially modify B pσ and ppi
bands through hybridization. In ontrast, we nd Fe impurities in MgB2 to
be nearly non-magneti. Thus, the Mn impurities ould at as strong mag-
neti sattering enters leading to pair-breaking eets in MgB2. This may
explain the rapid derease of Tc in Mg1−xMnxB2 with inreasing x, while
in Mg1−xFexB2 a relatively slow derease in Tc with x may only be due to
disorder-indued sattering of the eletrons. Before we disuss our results in
detail, we briey desribe the omputational details.
The normal metal eletroni struture of the disordered alloys Mg1−xMnxB2
and Mg1−xFexB2 are alulated using the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR)
Green's funtion method formulated in the atomi sphere approximation (ASA)
[36℄, whih has been orreted by the use of both the mun-tin orretion for
the Madelung energy, needed for obtaining an aurate desription of ground
state properties in the ASA [37℄, and the multipole moment orretion to the
Madelung potential and energy whih signiantly improves the auray by
taking into onsideration the non-spherial part of polarization eets [38,39℄.
Chemial disorder was taken into aount by means of oherent-potential ap-
proximation (CPA) [40℄. The exhange and orrelation were inluded within
the loal density approximation (LDA) using the Perdew-Wang parameteri-
zation [41℄ of the many-body alulations of Ceperley and Alder [42℄. During
the self-onsistent proedure the reiproal spae integrals were alulated by
means of 1771 k-points in the irreduible part of the hexagonal Brillouin zone
(BZ), while the energy integrals were evaluated on a semiirular ontour in
the omplex energy plane using 20 energy points distributed in suh a way
that the sampling near the Fermi energy was inreased. When alulating the
density of states the number of k-points were inreased to 2299. The Green's
funtion was evaluated for 1000 points on a line in the omplex energy plane
parallel to the real axis and was then analytially ontinued towards the real
axis. The atomi sphere radii of Mg and B were kept as 1.294 and 0.747, re-
spetively of the Wigner-Seitz radius. The sphere radii of the 3d substituents
were kept the same as that ofMg itself. The overlap volume resulting from the
blow up of the mun-tin spheres was approximately 10%, whih is reasonable
within the auray of the approximation [43℄. The harge self-onsisteny it-
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Figure 1. The spin polarized, total and sub-lattie resolved partial densities of states
ofMg0.95Mn0.05B2 (top panel) andMg0.95Fe0.05B2 (bottom panel) alloys alulated
as desribed in the text. The transition-metal d and B p densities of states for the
respetive alloys are also shown in the side panels. The dashed vertial line through
energy zero represents the Fermi energy.
erations were aelerated using the Broyden's mixing sheme [44℄, the CPA
self onsisteny was speeded up using the presription of Abrikosov et al [45℄.
The alulations for Mg1−xMnxB2 and Mg1−xFexB2 alloys with x = 0.05
were arried out at the experimental lattie parameters of MgB2 [6℄, assum-
ing a rigid underlying lattie. The eets of loal lattie relaxation as well as
any possible short-range ordering eets are not onsidered. Our results for
Mg1−xMnxB2 and Mg1−xFexB2 for x = 0.05 are analyzed in terms of to-
tal, sub-lattie resolved partial densities of states, and Bloh spetral density
AB(E,k) [46℄ evaluated at high symmetry points of the hexagonal BZ. The
eletroni struture of body-entered ubi (b) Fe is alulated with a sim-
ilar setup using the experimental lattie onstant a = 5.425 a.u.. The density
of states of b Fe is alulated with 2470 k-points in the irreduible BZ.
The alulated density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy, EF , of MgB2
was determined to be 3.493 states/Ry atom, whih is onsistent with previ-
ous reports [47,48℄. For Mg0.95Mn0.05B2 and Mg0.95Fe0.05B2 alloys, the spin
polarized alulations showed a lower total energy when ompared to the
spin unpolarized alulations, suggesting the role of exhange splitting of the
3
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Figure 2. The spin polarized, transition-metal d-projeted DOS in Mg0.95Mn0.05B2
(top panel) and Mg0.95Fe0.05B2 (bottom panel) alloys, resolved into three
non-degenerate xy (x2 − y2), yz (zx), and 3z2 − 1 symmetry omponents. The
inset in the bottom panel shows the spin polarized, d-projeted DOS of b Fe,
resolved into two non-degenerate xy (yz, zx) (dashed line) and 3z2 − 1 (x2 − y2)
(solid line) symmetry omponents. In the inset gure, the x-axis orresponds to en-
ergy ranging from −0.4 Ry to 0.2 Ry, while the y-axis represents the DOS from 0
to 12 state/Ry/atom for both spins. The dashed vertial line through energy zero
represents the Fermi energy. Note that the DOS in the gure orresponds to per
transition-metal atom.
states, in partiular for Mn substituted MgB2. The magneti energies for
Mg0.95Mn0.05B2 and Mg0.95Fe0.05B2 alloys are alulated to be 5.319 mRy
and 0.001 mRy, respetively. The orresponding loal magneti moment for
Mn is equal to 1.84 µB/atom, while Fe tends to be feebly magneti with a
loal magneti moment of 0.04 µB/atom. In Fig. 1 we show the spin polarized,
total and sub-lattie resolved partial densities of states ofMg0.95Mn0.05B2 and
Mg0.95Fe0.05B2 alloys. In the same gure we also show the transition-metal
d and B px(y) and pz DOS in these alloys. It is lear from Fig. 1 that the
exhange-split Mn d orbitals in Mg0.95Mn0.05B2 alloys make Mn impurities
magneti in MgB2. We also nd a substantial distortion in the majority and
minority B px(y) and pz bands due to their hybridization with the Mn d or-
bitals. In addition, we nd theB p band to have a very small exhange-splitting
of 0.7 mRy in Mg0.95Mn0.05B2 but no splitting in Mg0.95Fe0.05B2.
To gain further insight into suh a ontrasting behavior of Mn and Fe im-
purities in MgB2, we show in Fig. 2 the transition-metal d-projeted DOS in
Mg0.95Mn0.05B2 andMg0.95Fe0.05B2 alloys, resolved into three non-degenerate
xy (x2 − y2), yz (zx), and 3z2 − 1 symmetry omponents. We nd that the
band with 3z2 − 1 symmetry is the narrowest of all the d bands. Thus, a
half-lled 3z2 − 1 band is more likely to indue exhange splitting than the
other bands. In the ase of Mn the minority 3z2− 1 band is nearly half-lled,
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resulting in an exhange-split d band. Our alulations show that the enters
of the d ↑ and the d ↓ bands are separated by 0.114 Ry leading to the Stoner
exhange integral I (= d↑−d↓
m
) to be 0.062 Ry/µB. However, in the ase of Fe
the additional one eletron lls up the minority 3z2 − 1 band, as an be seen
from Fig. 2, thereby making Fe nearly non-magneti in MgB2. In addition,
following the presription of Liehtenstein et al [49℄, we have alulated the
on-site Heisenberg exhange interation J0. The values of J0 for Mn and Fe
alloys are found to be 0.7292 mRy and 0.0001 mRy respetively, onrming
Mn to be magneti and Fe to be nearly non-magneti in MgB2.
It is instrutive to ompare the DOS of Fe in Mg0.95Fe0.05B2 with that of
b Fe as shown in the inset of Fig. 2, where the d-projeted DOS of b Fe
has been resolved into two non-degenerate xy (yz, zx) and 3z2 − 1 (x2 − y2)
symmetry omponents. The alulated magneti moment of b Fe is found
to be 2.24 µB/atom. The most signiant hanges in the DOS of Fe involve
x2−y2 and 3z2−1 symmetry omponents. Due to the hange in loal symmetry,
as one goes from b Fe to hexagonal Mg0.95Fe0.05B2, the narrow x
2 − y2
band of b Fe hybridizes with the B px(y) bands of Mg0.95Fe0.05B2 and gets
broadened as shown in Fig. 2. The eets of hybridization on the B px(y) DOS
an be seen in Fig. 1 in the form of a hump around 0.14 Ry below the Fermi
energy. On the other hand, the lling up of the minority 3z2 − 1 band by the
extra eletron results in an inward movement of the band by 0.15 Ry, making
magnetism unsustainable in Mg0.95Fe0.05B2.
Many of the superonduting properties of MgB2 an be diretly related to
its normal state eletroni struture. In partiular, an understanding of how
the additions of Mn and Fe impurities aet the eletroni states over the
entire BZ an be very useful in this regard. In Fig. 3 we show the spin po-
larized, k-resolved Bloh spetral density AB(E,k) for Mg0.95Mn0.05B2 and
Mg0.95Fe0.05B2 alloys at Γ, A,M , H ,K, and L points of the hexagonal BZ. As
expeted, the dierenes between majority and minority AB(E,k) are muh
more for Mg0.95Mn0.05B2 alloys than for Mg0.95Fe0.05B2 alloys over the entire
BZ. New states, predominantly d in harater are seen to form just below EF
at Γ and K points. The disorder-indued broadening of the doubly degenerate
B pσ states loated between −0.05 < E < +0.05 at Γ and B ppi states just
above EF at M point an be seen learly. At M point, the lowest lying peak
is harateristi of the s band, while the next two peaks orrespond to the pσ
bands. We nd that the pσ bands at M point in ordered MgB2 are relatively
far apart in omparison to the Mn and Fe substituted systems. A hange in
the dispersion of bands is expeted to aet the three dimensionality of the
Fermi surfae [47℄ of the substituted materials (a detailed omparison will be
published elsewhere). We also note that in transition-metal diborides, suh
as TaB2 and others, a strong metal d hybridization with the B p bands is
observed in A-L-H plane of the BZ [50,51℄. However, in the ase of Mn and
Fe impurities, the d bands are narrower and only the states that are lose to
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Figure 3. The spin polarized, k-resolved Bloh spetral density AB(E,k) for
Mg0.95Mn0.05B2 (left) andMg0.95Fe0.05B2 (right) alloys at Γ, A andM (top panel),
and H, K, and L points of the hexagonal Brillouin zone. The dashed vertial line
through energy zero represents the Fermi energy.
EF are aeted.
In summary, we have arried out density-funtional-based eletroni struture
alulations to study the eets of Mn and Fe substitutions on the σ and
pi bands of MgB2. The self-onsistent alulations for Mg0.95Mn0.05B2 and
Mg0.95Fe0.05B2 alloys show that Mn forms a loal magneti moment of 1.84
µB/atom while Fe tends to remain feebly magneti with a loal magneti
moment of 0.04 µB/atom. Further, the k-resolved Bloh spetral density of
states at Γ, A, M , H , K, and L points of the hexagonal Brillouin zone show
that for Mn substituted alloys the σ bands of MgB2 are strongly hybridized
with the Mn d bands and undergo onsiderable spin-dependent modiations
when ompared to its Fe ounterparts. Given that pσ and ppi orbitals are
responsible for superondutivity in MgB2, Mn impurities ould, therefore,
at as strong magneti sattering enters leading to pair-breaking eets. In
ontrast, the Fe impurities in MgB2 are nearly non-magneti with essentially
no pair-breaking eets.
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